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Innovating better

From its headquarters in Australia’s largest composite
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manufacturing facility, Matrix produces engineered
products, functional additives and advanced materials for
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the mining, energy and marine, civil and infrastructure,
and defence industries.
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Matrix uses innovative materials technologies and
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engineering to develop products and systems that are
easier and safer to use, improve productivity and are
more durable.
There are many products in use today that could and
should be better. Matrix is creating them.

Tidal/Wave
Matrix buoyancy
Matrix SURF
Matrix LGS™
High performance composites

Oil & Gas
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Matrix LGS™
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Process chemicals

Mineral Processing
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Subsea Telecoms
Matrix SURF
Paragon™

Civil Applications
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Custom moulding

Technology
Matrix uses its proprietary polymer thermoplastic,
composite and chemical technologies, and it’s advanced
engineering expertise to develop and manufacture a range
of high performing products.
The company invests heavily in R&D to continually advance
its product range and embrace new opportunities in new
markets. Matrix’s head office boasts a large R&D facility run
by scientists and material engineers from a broad spectrum
of disciplines.
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Advanced manufacturing processes
When designing Australia’s largest, most technically
advanced composite manufacturing facility, Matrix drew
from the latest manufacturing concepts including lean
production and one-piece flow.
The company also uses highly automated manufacturing
processes including moving work cells and production
lines, automated chemical processing, robotics and Scadabased control systems. This has allowed Matrix to produce
superior quality products that are competitively priced and
can be delivered within shorter timeframes.
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Quality, safety and environment
To ensure the properties and performance of its materials,
Matrix undertakes vigorous on-site product and verification
testing. These tests confirm that the products are fit for
purpose and in line with the requirements of international
quality standards such as API 16F, ISO-13628-16 and API
17L, as well as other specifications set by clients and
industry bodies. In addition, Matrix has developed its own
set of testing procedures that incorporate both industry
and client driven standards.
Occupational Health, Safety and Environment (OHSE)
are central to Matrix’s business and are reflected in the
company’s culture and core values. Every Matrix employee
is an OHSE champion, a mindset that is embedded into
the culture and supported by its safety and compliance
systems and key company values.
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Solutions
There is a belief at Matrix that
many industries can and should
be safer and more productive.
That’s why the company is
creating new products and
systems that are less-hazardous,
longer-lasting and more effective.

Capital drilling equipment
The leading supplier of subsea riser buoyancy
that can be made to almost any specification.

SURF and subsea
Highly durable, engineered products for subsea
umbilicals, risers and flowlines for applications
from surface to seafloor.
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World-record breaking well
construction products including
composite drilling and completion
centralizers, primary cementing
shoes, casing reamers and
cementing ancillaries.

Low hazard, highly effective
multi-component epoxy resins,
grouts and chemicals perfectly
suited to applications in
construction, marine and
mineral processing.

LiCos™

Matrix LGS™
Lightweight energy absorption
systems that are chemically inert
with closely controlled crush
strength and isotopic energy
absorption. Kinetica™ can be
cast in-situ to almost
limitless volumes.

The revolutionary LGS™ drag
reduction systemhas proven to
reduce costs and improve uptimes.
The LGS concept can be applied
to a range of subsea
applications.

Highly cost-effective casing tools
designed to get the job done with
a minimum of fuss. Particularly
suited for on-shore oil and gas
drilling projects.

High strength, low density
composite aggregate and additives
for reducing the density of precast
concrete structures
whilst maintaining
compressive strength.
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Australia Head Office
150 Quill Way, Henderson, WA Australia 6166
T +61 8 9412 1200 E matrix@matrixengineered.com

USA Sales, service and warehouse
T +1 713 461 0552 E us@matrixengineered.com
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